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Winter 2013 Fishing Report
Our Blackwater Explorer & our Variety Trip seasons Have Ended - With Superb Results!
☻ Blackwater Explorer Thanks to an “El Nino” system,
we’ve had spectacular peacock
bass fishing this season. Projected to remain in place for
another year or two, we expect
more of the same next season.

☻ Our Safari Camp We’ve had great results in our
high-gradient mountain variety fishery. Our new outpost
camp has expanded our access to the most remote parts
of the region. See page 2.

☻ Amazon Fringe Expeditions - Floating Bungalow
Camp - Our comfortable, airconditioned fly-in camp will be
fishing some of the Amazon’s
most famous and productive big
fish waters next fall. See page 6.

☻ Spring is in the air! Spring training has begun and
somehow a baseball theme
has suffused this issue. Our
Fall 2012 / Winter 2013 trips
are done and the stats are in.
We’ve had an MVP season!

Blackwater expl0rer results
Fishing Success All Season Long!

…. Winter Notes ....
Fishing Seminars - As our Amazon
fishing season comes to an end and the
trade show cycle winds down, we are freed
up to present seminars for fishing clubs and
travel groups around the country. In addition to entertaining and educational seminars, we always have special offers and
great package deals available for large
groups. If your club is interested in a
unique presentation, please call Paul Reiss
at 866 832-2987. Seminars are provided
free of charge.
New for 2013 - Our new photo gallery
will soon be available for our clients to post
their trip photos. Show off your catch,
send a link to family and friends (or even
your boastful neighbor) and share the
results of your fishing trip of a lifetime (see
Tidbits, pg. 6, for more info).
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The Blackwater Explorer yacht
is probably the most productive peacock bass fishing machine in the Amazon. Our 2012/2013 season results are
so good it’s hard to believe there could
be a better way to go about catching
these superb sportfish (without a gillnet!). Acute Angling’s clients have
had solid success all season long,
catching great numbers of peacocks
and huge trophies in each of our fishing regions. Why so good? Well,
there’s a method to our madness, and
we’ve demonstrated that it works.
To be successful at something as
complex as a wilderness fishing adventure requires a careful assessment of what must be done

Domenic Maiorano,
…2 a “True Canadian
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…2 21 pound peacock
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and then the development of the tools and techniques to make it happen. Just like a “fivetools” ball player, we’ve worked to polish
every aspect of our game; tight logistics, attentive service, excellent accommodations and
superior food and drink all must come together
to produce a satisfying fishing adventure. But,
outstanding fishing prowess is the key component that turns a “satisfying” trip into the
“fishing trip of a lifetime” - and we can flat-out
prove we do this better than anyone. This isn’t
bluster or braggadocio, it’s simply the clear,
statistically analyzable result of our approach
to peacock bass fishing and the implementation
of a doctoral degree’s worth of knowledge and
experience. You can see the proof of our success on page 2 of this newsletter. - Cont’d p. 2
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Blackwater expl0rer results - Continued from page 1
What’s the secret? There’s no secret, just key differences between
us and everyone else in how we choose to fulfill our responsibility to
produce fish for you. First, we’ve invested the time and research to
achieve a superior level of knowledge and understanding of our quarry’s
life cycle. In fishing, “knowledge is power”. We simply know what the
fish are doing, where to be and when to be there, better than the rest.
Second, we are true nomads. We use our great mobility to move
throughout the Amazon lowlands during the course of the entire season.
We fish tributaries in the Rio Madeira basin, the Rio Negro basin and
the Rio Branco basin as water levels dictate. We are not tied to a fixed
weekly route because of an artificial routine set-up to keep operating
costs down, nor linked to a fixed resupply point. This allows us to be in
optimal water levels and prime conditions throughout the fishing season,
not stuck in a single locale, subject to the whims of its local weather .
Finally, we’ve made a commitment to putting fishing success
ahead of economizing on each weekly trip. We’ll happily burn diesel to
put you in the best place, even if it means changing a river system over
night. We have been known to “leave ‘em biting” more than once when
changing locations meant we could “find ‘em biting” even better.
We’ve honed our hospitality and service skills to a fine point and with

the overlay of our understanding of what we must provide in order for
you to experience the “fishing trip of a lifetime”, we’ve created a satisfying, comfortable, environment on the most productive peacock bass
fishing machine in the Amazon ... and we’ve made it available to you.
Understanding the fishing data - We are very precise about our
catch data and the weights of our fish. All large fish are weighed on a
boga-grip (an IGFA accepted scale), so that when we describe a trophy
weight, it’s done precisely. Many operations train their guides to augment weights so that every angler believes he’s gotten a 20 pounder.
We’ve seen photos of fish that don’t exceed 15 pounds labeled as 20
pounds plus. This doesn’t accomplish anything other than to create
false perceptions and inflated expectations. We just don’t do this. Our
trophies are real and our data as published is accurate - we averaged
161 peacock bass per angler per week and 39 trophies per group! We
challenge anyone else to do likewise and match our productivity.
Although our 2013-14 schedule is filling up fast, plenty of great
spots still remain. We follow the dry season as it moves through the
basin, to assure consistently optimal water levels and the best fishing
conditions all season long. Join us! For more information, visit our
website or call Paul Reiss, toll-free, at 866 832-2987.

Blackwater Explorer - Fall 2012 - Winter 2013 Fishing Results - Rio Negro Basin Only (see previous issue for Rio Madeira Basin Results)
Statistics
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Rio Travessão Variety Species Trip Report
We Experience Another Great Season with our Mountain River Safari Camp Operation

By Wellington Melo

entry, we landed over 20 fish in the first 2½ hours including big jundia,
This season on the Rio Travessão marked a unique experience in
sorubim over 20 pounds, redtail catfish, toothy payara and piraiba up to
my 17 years in sportfishing. For the first time, I chose to bring my en80 pounds, all in a single pool!
tire family to our camp, including my wife
Steve Ahrenberg of Peoria,
Our third and fourth weeks were distinLoura and my four children; Annie (10 yrs.
guished by lots of big payara and enormous
old), Alicia (6), Beatriz (4) and Wellington Jr. AZ shows off a beautiful
Rio Travessão payara
piraiba (up to 240 lbs). A pulse of rain raised
(3). I had initially planned to have them there
the water enough so that navigation imfor only a few weeks of our season, but eveproved. The newly accessible waters alrything went so smoothly and they and the
lowed us to explore a hidden cavern. When I
clients were enjoying each other so thorstoked my courage up enough to brave the
oughly, that the whole family stayed right
array of bats and giant spiders in the entry,
through to the last group of the season. It
we discovered fascinating geological formawas a testament to the comfort and security of
tions inside, which we then shared with
our camp that they were as happy to be there
members of each of the following groups.
as I was to have them with me. And to top it
The fifth week started off gangbusters
all off, we all experienced great fishing.
with big peacocks in the feeder creeks, big
Our first week brought a great mix of
trairão, redtails, sorubim and piraiba up to
species, lots of fast-water peacocks (about 10
200 pounds but quickly changed when heavy rains raised the water level.
per boat per day), and exotics like jundia, trairão, payara and giant piNonetheless, we succeeded in continuing to catch big piraiba, lots of
raiba. Anglers who chose to concentrate on the Travessão’s big, broadpacu and other variety species. It also turned out to be a great time for
bodied peacocks were able to catch up to 30 per boat per day, big numspotlighting at night, with a variety of wildlife coming into our beam.
bers for a high-gradient mountain river.
All in all, I enjoyed myself immensely during this season, with great
The second week found us dealing with rapidly dropping water and
fishing, exciting adventures and truly excellent groups of companions.
difficult navigation, to the extent that we actually moved rocks to clear
Note - Our spaces for 2014 are filling rapidly. This trip is an experitemporary channels for our fishing boats. We continued to catch plenty
ence that no dedicated Amazon angler should miss. Please call us soon
of peacocks and during the last few days of the week we explored a
to reserve your spot while there are still several options available.
rarely visited braid with a creek inlet that surprised us all. On our first
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Fish with a Baseball “Hall of Famer”
If this guy can handle a fishing rod the way he handles a
baseball bat, there are going to be a lot of sore-lipped peacock
bass in the Amazon next season! With a lifetime batting average
of .328, 3010 career hits and the skills to define him as one of
baseball’s quintessential hitters, Wade Boggs stands among the
giants of Major League baseball. Come January 24th, 2014,
Wade will join Acute Angling on the Blackwater Explorer in a
quest for a new, “fishier” kind of success. With world-record
peacock bass awaiting his arrival in the Rio Negro basin,
Wade might just have the chance to stand among the
giants of Amazon fishing too.
Together with Steve Scott of “Big Hunt
Media”, Wade will be filming a peacock bass
episode for the TV show “Outdoor Guide”
during his week aboard the Blackwater
Explorer yacht ... And he is inviting
Acute Angling’s clients to join
him! Here’s your opportunity to enjoy the fishing trip
of a lifetime and to rub elbows with one of baseball’s
greatest lifetime hitters at
the same time.
Wade is a gregarious
guy, a devoted sportsman
and not at all shy about
mixing with other anglers of a similar mindset. You’ll be welcomed
as both a fellow angler and a fan with no reservations. You may
very well end up being part of the TV show.
Wade Boggs was elected to the baseball Hall of Fame in
2005 by a panel of sportswriters. Here is his biography as presented by the Hall. “Wade Boggs was a virtuoso with a bat and

one of the game's true masters at striking a baseball between the foul
lines at an alarmingly successful rate. Utilizing great bat control and a
good eye, Boggs won five batting titles, strung together seven consecutive seasons of 200 or more hits and earned 100 walks in four
straight seasons. With his knack for getting on base, Boggs often batted leadoff and scored
at least 100 runs every
season from 1983-89.
A member of the
3,000-hit club despite
not getting a chance to
play in the big leagues
regularly until he was
nearly 25, Boggs retired with a lofty .328
batting average.”
We expect this to
be one of the most
memorable peacock
bass trips we’ve ever
operated. Not only are
we planning a trip with
a baseball superstar,
but we’ve selected one
of the very best fishing
weeks of the year.
With expected optimally low water levels, we figure this will be
a great “big fish” week. Space is available on this very special trip at
our regular price of $4,750. If you’ve been to a major league ballgame
recently, you’ll realize that you can probably get more baseball in the
Amazon at a better price than a premium seat at a ballpark. And of
course, you’ll catch the world’s greatest sportfish in the bargain.

“Hall of Famer” Wade Boggs

New - Hosted Dorado Trip in Argentina
In the beautiful Isoro Marsh of the Rio Parana
It’s been a while since I’ve enjoyed the wild gyrations and acrobatic leaps of Argentina’s beautiful golden dorado. A broad and
powerfully built Characin, dorado have a wellearned reputation as one of the world’s greatest
gamefish, and perhaps the most acrobatic of all. In
the past, the spectacular scenery, crystalline black
water and primeval marshlands of its traditional
fisheries, when added to this gamester’s fighting
prowess, made a dorado trip one of the most wellrounded and enjoyable of fishing adventures.
Today ... not so much. Most dorado fishing is
now happening in waters whose beauty and naturalness has been spoiled by human incursion. The
once pristine Ibera Marsh is today burdened by
water control systems, fertilizer run-off, cattle excrement and the loss of its natural flora. Worse yet,
“La Zona” sits below a man-made dam, where the
scenery has devolved into concrete structures and
the fish have been blocked from their natural
spawning migrations. This has kept me away for
the last few years. But I’ve found an alternative.
The Isoro Marsh, sitting between the Rio Parana and Rio Cor-

Hosted by Paul Reiss and Helen Kerekes
rientes at the confluence of the Isoro river, remains one of the most
natural environments along the route of the dorado’s yearly spawning migration. Here, big breeders come to
spawn within the natural fish nursery offered by
the marshland’s complex network of islands
and canals. Both fly-fishermen and conventional anglers alike can enjoy the kind of productive, well-rounded and satisfying experience
that I’ve always associated with the pursuit of
the wild golden dorado in the past.
In March of 2014, just when winter’s cold
has thoroughly kicked our collective butts, my
better-half, Helen and I will head to Buenos
Aires to escape the seasonal doldrums and pursue the golden dorado in a warm, comfortable
and beautiful setting. We invite you to join us.
We have space for 4 more anglers on what we
plan to be a grown-up’s “rite-of-spring” party.
What could be better than a week of great fishing, gourmet food, Argentina’s superb Malbec
wines and pleasant, like-minded company. Call us, toll-free, at
866-832-2987 for more information. Just $4550 per angler.

Rio Travessão Trophies - Incredible Variety!
Caro Manokian,
Linthicum, MD
with a fat jundia

Frank Fulco,
Cockeysville, MD
with a Travessão
payara

Bob Narramore
poses with a
trophy piraiba

Brenton Morgenstern
with a nice trairão

A beautiful payara fell
victim to Ralph Hayes
angling prowess

Ralph Hayes gets
wet to pose with
his giant piraiba.

Brenton
Morgenstern,
Pelham, NH
with a brawny
Jau catfish.

Bob Narramore,
McRoberts, KY
with a nice
sorubim

The Morgensterns,
father and son
with a rare jundia
doubleheader.

Will Chaney,
Reisterstown, MD
holds a fat redtail
catfish

Steve Ahrenberg,
Peoria, AZ
with a fast water
peacock bass

Even the piranha
get huge here. Caro
Manokian holds a
big toothy specimen

Bob
Narramore
struggles to
lift an enormous redtail
catfish
Steve
Ahrenberg
with a big
piraiba

Blackwater Explorer - Rio Negro Trophies
David Orndorf
Sunbury, OH

Robert Charles,
Atlanta, GA

Steve Paxton,
Somerset, OH

Ed
Campbell,
Tempe, AZ

Charles
Kohout,
New Milford, NJ

Christopher
Campbell,
Tempe, AZ

Ron Fee,
Pickrell, NE

Sandee
Heredia,
Sumter, NC

Robert
Charles
with a nice
aruana

Ray Heredia,
Sumter, NC

Jim Langtry,
Winnipeg,
Canada

Pennie Fee,
Pickrell,
NE

Ryan Fee,
Pickrell, NE
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Amaz0n Tidbits - News from the RIVER
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon, is
the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it. This column will appear from time to time in an effort to report actual news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.
New Videos on Acute Angling Website - Peacock bass are
incredibly photogenic and catching them makes for exciting TV
and video. As a result, we’ve taken a veritable “who’s who” of
filmmakers and TV personalities with us on our exciting Amazon
trips. So much new video has been shot recently, that we’ve had
to reengineer our website’s Interactive Video Theater to accommodate it all. Visit our website soon to see what our peacock
bass trips are all about and to enjoy some great fishing, even if
it’s vicariously.
Additional Week Opened on the Igapo Açu - Our September and October Blackwater Explorer trips to the exceptional
Igapo Açu fishery are so productive and so popular that they tend
to fill up a year (or more) in advance. That’s precisely what happened with this season’s upcoming schedule, leaving no space
available for many anglers wishing to fish this great peacock bass
destination. We never want to disappoint our clients, so, with a
bit of scheduling and itinerary magic, we’ve opened up an entire

additional week for 2013. Limited to 8 anglers per group, with
each angler enjoying a private cabin, this floatplane accessed
trip into a closed Indian reservation is a great opportunity for
conventional tackle and fly fishermen alike to enjoy amazing
catch rates from 50 to 100 peacock bass per day! Six spaces are
available on this exclusive yacht trip on the week of October 1st,
2013. At $5250 per angler, these highly sought after spots won’t
last long, so call now to hold your reservation.
New Photo Gallery for Acute Anglers - Anglers have long
enjoyed seeing their trophy photos published in our newsletter
(see pages 4 and 5), but, of course, there’s only room for a limited few. Once our upcoming website photo gallery goes live,
you’ll be able to use it to post and share your whole Amazon
adventure album with family, friends, even the entire public
fishing community, when you return from one of our exotic fishing trips. Along with your post-trip questionnaire, you’ll receive
a username and password that allows you to upload your photos
to your own, personally controlled album within our gallery.
Determine the levels of access or privacy you prefer and then
share to your heart’s content, using direct links or facebook connections.

Some Guys Just Prefer to be on Top
Fly Fishing Tactics and Techniques
For many of us anglers the circumstances and environment in
which we catch our fish and the methods used, can often be more
important than the actual number of fish caught. In particular, as
a fly fisherman, attracting just one fish to take a surface ‘fly’ can
be far more rewarding than catching a number of fish sub surface.
Examples of this include: dry fly fishing for brown trout compared to nymph; ‘mouse’ fishing for Alaskan Rainbows compared to an egg or flesh pattern; ‘toad’ fly for tarpon compared to
a streamer.
There is something special about the additional visual aspect
of a fish breaking the surface at the moment of ‘take’. With peacock bass the comparison and extra enjoyment of surface strikes
against sub surface is even more pronounced.
Peacock Bass literally ‘explode’ when hitting a surface lure
(such as a popper). The visual and aural impact of each and every
surface hit inevitably surprises and thrills the angler and indeed
any fellow observers. The eruption of the take, often exaggerated
on dead calm waters, inevitably solicits ‘whoops’ and ‘wows’ and

By David Anchell, County Tipperary, Ireland
howls of laughter!
On a recent Blackwater Explorer trip to Brazil’s ‘Igapo Açu’
region, I fly fished almost exclusively with poppers. My take each
day averaged perhaps 20 – 30 fish, whereas that of my buddies fishing sub surface resulted in maybe double that.
For me that’s a more than acceptable result – the extra fun and
excitement of each hit more than compensates for any lower numbers.
No special equipment is needed – I use an #8 weight rod, a
heavy front loading floating line (such as a Rio Tropical Outbound),
a simple 7 foot leader of 30lb+ (stiff mono turns the poppers over
best) and the fly tied on with a loop knot for increased action. Truthfully almost any floating ‘fly’ that can be stripped fairly fast will
work (slower ‘pop’ type strips or retrieves do not seem to be so effective).
Cast the popper into the banks or close to structure in fairly
shallow areas (say 8 foot or less), retrieve the popper pretty fast with
lots of surface disturbance, try not to panic when the water erupts,
strip set and hang on! You’ll enjoy it!
David Anchell

Some effective surface flies - and a willing taker!

2013 –14 Trip Schedules & Prices
*Note - Available
spaces shown as
of Mar. 1, 2013

brazil Amaz0n seas0n schedule

peac0ck bass Fl0ating Bungal0w trip
Ri0 Negr0 Basin - fall 2013

Blackwater Expl0rer - peac0ck bass trips
Fall 2013/ winter 2014
#

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

Fall 2013 Season - Igapo Açu - Tuesday Transfers

#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

E1

Oct. 14th, 2013

Oct. 21st

$5250

- Full -

1

Sept. 10, 2013

Sept. 17

$5250

- Full -

E2

Oct. 21st, 2013

Oct. 28th

$5250

- 2 openings -

2

Sept. 17, 2013

Sept. 24

$5250

- Full -

E3

Oct. 28th, 2013

Nov. 4th

$5250

- open -

3

Sept. 24, 2013

Oct. 1

$5250

- Full -

E4

Nov. 4th, 2013

Nov. 11th

$5250

- open -

4

Oct. 1, 2013

Oct. 8

$5250

- 3 openings -

E5

Nov. 11th, 2013

Nov. 18th

$5250

- Full -

E6

Nov. 18th, 2013

Nov. 25th

$5250

- open -

Nov. 25th, 2013

Dec. 2nd

Closed

Thanksgiving

Fall 2013 Season - Rio Negro Basin - Friday Transfers
5

Oct. 11, 2013

Oct. 18

$4750

- 8 openings -

6

Oct. 18, 2013

Oct. 25

$4750

- openings -

E6

Dec. 2nd, 2013

Dec. 9th

$5250

- open -

7

Oct. 25, 2013

Nov. 1

$4750

- Full -

E7

Dec. 9th, 2013

Dec. 16th

$5250

- 4 openings -

8

Nov. 1, 2013

Nov. 8

$4750

- Full -

E8

Dec. 16th, 2013

Dec. 23rd

$5250

- open -

9

Nov. 8, 2013

Nov. 15

$4750

- Full -

10

Nov. 15, 2013

Nov. 22

$4750

- 8 openings -

#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

11

Nov. 22, 2013

Nov. 29

$4750

- Full -

T1

Jan 6th, 2014

Jan. 13th

$5250

- Full -

12

Nov. 29, 2013

Dec. 6

$4750

- open -

T2

Jan. 13th, 2014

Jan. 20th

$5250

- 2 openings -

13

Dec. 6, 2013

Dec. 13

$4750

- openings -

T3

Jan. 20th, 2014

Jan. 27th

$5250

- Full -

14

Dec. 13, 2013

Dec. 20

$4750

- Full -

T4

Jan. 27th, 2014

Feb. 3rd

$5250

- 2 openings -

T5

Feb. 3rd, 2014

Feb. 10th

$5250

- 3 openings -

T6

Feb. 10th, 2014

Feb. 17th

$5250

- open -

Dec. 20, 2013 through Dec. 27 - Closed Happy Holidays

MultiMulti-species variety - Ri0 Travessã0 - 2014

15

Dec. 27, 2013

Jan. 3

$4750

- 8 openings -

16

Jan. 3, 2014

Jan. 10

$4750

- open -

17

Jan. 10, 2014

Jan. 17

$4750

- Full -

#

Departs Manaus

Area

Price

Availability

18

Jan. 17, 2014

Jan. 24

$4750

- 8 openings -

FB

January.

Rio Branco Basin

Variable

- group only

19

Jan. 24, 2014

Jan. 31

$4750

- 6 openings -

WB

February

Rio Branco Basin

Variable

- group only

20

Jan. 31, 2014

Feb. 7

$4750

- open -

21

Feb. 7, 2014

Feb. 14

$4750

- open -

22

Feb. 14, 2014

Feb. 21

$4750

- openings -

23

Feb. 21, 2014

Feb. 28

$4750

- 8 openings -

fl0ating bungal0w camp chartercharter- 2013/14

Please Note - Peacock bass fishing is controlled by ambient conditions.
In order to ensure a quality experience and productive fishing for our
clients, projected river and date combinations are always subject to
change due to several factors; access to the fishery named, changing
weather conditions and optimal water levels. If factors prevent the use
of a planned region or fishery on specified dates, an alternative fishery
may be used, or alternative dates and/or rainchecks may be offered.

2013—
2013
2013—
—14
14 worldwide
w0rldwide trip
0pti0ns
2013—
trip options
RI0 PARISMINA L0DGE - TARP0N AND M0RE - 2012/13

freshwater G0lden D0rado - Argentina

#

Fishing Days

Format

Price

Availability

#

Depart Buenos Aires

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

P3

3 days

2 per room

$2300

- year round -

DB

Dorado Cua / Capita

6 Days/bus

$2900

Sept. - June

P4

4 days

2 per room

$2800

- year round -

DV

Dorado Cua / Capita

6 Days/van

$3700

Sept. - June

P5

7 days

2 per room

$4700

- year round -

DA

Dorado Cua / Capita

6 Days/air

$4550

Sept. - June

P6

Individual Pricing

1 per room

Add 8%

- year round -

DS

Dorado Cua / Capita

Delete days

- $250 each

Sept. - June

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!

Toll-free - Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987

Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668
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